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REVIEW ARTICLE
Morphology:A study of the relationbetween meaningand form. By JOANL.
BYBEE.(Typological studies in language, 9.) Amsterdam & Philadelphia:
Benjamins, 1985. Pp. xii, 234. Cloth $33.00, paper $20.00.
Reviewed by MARK ARONOFF, SUNY Stony Brook*

Since the rest of this review will be concerned mostly with Explanationand
Description, I will dispense first with that most trying of the linguist's muses,
Evaluation, by declaringwith confidence that this is one of the most thoughtprovokingbooks about morphologyto have appearedin the decade since morphology experienced its latest renaissance. Not all the ideas here are new:
some come from articles on morphologywhich Bybee has publishedsince her
earlierbook (Hooper 1976),which is in many ways a phonologicalcounterpart
to this one, and some come from other people-notably Henning Andersen,
Joseph Greenberg, and David Zager. There is also a large unacknowledged
debt to Zipf 1949. But novelty is not necessary to success. B has here tied
together all her sources, with some new ideas of her own, to come up with an
extremely provocative work.
The book appearsin a series, 'Typologicalstudies in language', whose volumes-according to a statementfacing the title page-are 'Functionallyand
typologically oriented, covering specific topics in language by collecting together data from a wide variety of languages and language typologies. The
orientationof the volumes will be substantiveratherthan formal, with the aim
of investigatinguniversals of human language via as broadly defined a data
base as possible, leaning toward cross-linguistic, diachronic, developmental
and live-discourse data.' B adheres so closely to this programthat we could
simply substitute 'verbal inflection' for 'language', delete 'and live-discourse
data', and have a reasonable description of her book. This brings me to my
first quibble:the title is too general, since this book is almost exclusively about
verb inflection. But the subtitle, 'A study of the relationbetween meaningand
form', is good: in reversingthe normalorder, it subtly presages the mainpoint
of the work, which is thatmeaningdetermines(at least certainaspects of) form.
There are ten chapters;two form an introductionand a conclusion, and the
rest are divided into two distinct parts. Part I comprises four essays on the
form of morphemes:Chap. 2, 'Semantic determinantsof inflectional expression'; 3, 'The organizationof paradigms';4, 'The lexical/derivational/inflectional continuum'; and 5, 'Two principles in a dynamic model of lexical
representation'.Part II is essentially semantic in orientation, and consists of
a presentationof the results of a survey of the meaningsof the categories of
verbal morphologyin a carefully constructed sample of 50 languages: Chap.
6, 'Aspect'; 7, 'Tense'; 8, 'Mood'; and 9, 'Aspect, tense and mood as grammatical categories'. PartII is much more tentative, and B is currentlyworking
* FrankAnshen and S. N. Sridharread an earlierdraftof this review. My revisionistview of
Zipf 1949comes from readingHorn 1985.
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on a more comprehensivetreatment;so I will devote less attention to it. Part
I, though, containsenoughinterestingobservations,ideas, and claims to satisfy
any numberof reviewers.
I often begina book by runningthroughthe bibliography,in partout of vanity,
but also to place the author, to know what he or she considers worth reading.
In this case, I was surprisedat first by the almostcompleteabsence of reference
to the recent generativeliteratureon morphologythat I know best. Thus, if I
compare B's bibliographyto that of Scalise 1984,the total numberof common
items is eight, of which only one was publishedafter 1980(Anderson's'Where's
morphology?', 1982);two are standardworks of the 1970's, which receive a
passing nod on the first page of the book; and the rest are classics that would
be cited in almost any linguistics book. Nor is there much in the way of reference to the classic Americanstructuralistliteratureon morphology(no Harris, no Bloch, no Pike). But after a little reading, the bibliographybegan to
make sense, since this book lies outside the Americanmainstream.In fact, it
presents a direct challenge to it.
The mainstreamis the descriptive tradition, rooted in Bloomfield, whose
central analyticalconcern is the writingof grammarsand whose central theoretical concern is the justification of particularkinds of grammaticaldescriptions. For Chomsky, just as for Bloomfield, these are the main questions of
linguistics. They are also the questionsthat have attractedthe attentionof most
morphologistsin the last ten years. B, by contrast,is quite simplynot interested
in that tradition.To quote her first page: 'The approachoffered in this work
is quite different.The goal is not to propose a descriptivemodel of morphology,
but rather ... to explain the recurrentpropertiesof morphologicalsystems ...
in terms of the general cognitive and psychological characteristicsof human
languageusers.'
The title of Chap. 1 is 'Toward explanation in morphology', and B here
contrastsdescriptionwith explanation.Descriptions,for her, cannot constitute
explanations, and she is not interested in them. This point runs throughthe
book, and is importantenough to be repeated in the closing chapteras one of
the two main theoretical points implicit throughout:'No explanationfor linguistic phenomena is complete until a causal relation can be shown to exist
between the principleproposed as explanationand the linguistic phenomena
to be explained'. Thus the kind of theoretical issues with which Scalise is
concerned, most of which deal with what sorts of descriptionsare appropriate,
are simply beside the point for B. Hence the lack of overlap.
Here one could embarkon an excursus into philosophy of science. Are descriptive theories in fact explanatory?When Watson and Crick proposed a
structurefor DNA, were they providinga description or an explanation?Instead, I would like to call a truce. I believe that certain descriptions are explanatory, but I will accept that some explanations are not descriptive. A
number of questions now naturallyarise. What sorts of things count as explanatoryfor B? Are her explanationsvalid? And, at least for those of us who
remain tied to description, are these explanations useful to the descriptive
enterprise?
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For the most part, B's explanationsare pragmatic,diachronic (or at least
The two explanatoryprinciplesto which
dynamic),and not language-particular.
she devotes most attentionare Griceanin both scope and simplicity(and, confusingly, in one case at least, in name): they are RELEVANCEand GENERALITY.

Relevance is not Grice's (1975) 'Be relevant' maxim, but is ratherdefined as
follows: 'A meaningelement is RELEVANT to anothermeaningelement IF THE
SEMANTIC CONTENT OF THE FIRST DIRECTLY AFFECTS OR MODIFIES THE SEMANTIC

CONTENTOF THE SECOND'(13). B goes on to explain that two expressions are

said to be relevant to one anotherto the extent that their combined meanings
are likely to be expressed by a single expression.
There are a few unclaritiesin B's discussionof the principle.Most obviously, how do we distinguish a 'meaningelement' from its 'semantic content'? Does B mean 'meaningfulelement'?
Probablynot, since her principleextends to entire categoriesof elements. Relevance is also apparentlydependenton cultureas well as on cognition:'Two semanticelementsare highlyrelevant
to one anotherif the resultof theircombinationnamessomethingthathas highculturalor cognitive
salience' (14). Both these notionsare problematic,since the cognitivesalienceof somethingvaries
with attention,to at least some degree;and culturalsalienceis a blackhole. Luckily, the examples
which B providesfor culturalvariationdo not supporther point. Thus she notes that Talmy 1985
has identifiedthree majorlexicalizationpatternsfor motion verbs in the world's languages:Romance, Semitic, Polynesian,and Nez Perce follow one; Chinese, English, and Caddofollow another; and Navajo and AmericanSign Languagefollow a third.It is hardto see any culturalunity
in these categories.Farmoreplausibleis the claimthatthreetypes exist andthatdifferentlanguages
follow differenttypes, regardlessof culture.
There is also the vexing problemof circularity.How do we know what is relevant?B provides
justification for relative rankingonly in individualcases, and usually by comparingindividual
examples. Thus she arguesthat 'walkthroughwater'is lexicalizedas wade because 'Whetherone
has one's feet on dry land or in wateris quite relevantto the act of walking'(13). She arguesthat
aspect is more relevant for verbs than is person, because 'aspect representsdifferentways of
viewing the internaltemporalconstituency of an action or state' (15), while subject agreement
'refers to an argumentand not to the action or state describedby the verb itself. However, she
does not attemptto develop any specific or generallyapplicablecriteriafor relevance, let alone
an explicit general theory. In the absence of these, having to make individualcases every time
weakens B's whole argument;nor are all her individualargumentsequallyplausible.Nonetheless,
B's principleof relevance, which I think shouldbe namedFUSION, is useful, as we shall see. But
hercircularityandlack of explicitnesswill disturbmanyreaders;andherbasic claim,thatstructural
regularitiesresult from pragmaticprinciples,remainsessentiallyunproved.

B's other major pragmaticprinciple is LEXICAL GENERALITY; she does not
define this explicitly, except to say that all inflectional categories, which she
says are general, must have 'only minimal semantic content', and that the
semantic content of an inflectionalmorphememust be 'general enough to be
appropriatelycombinablewith any stem of the syntactic category' (17). Again,
B does not tell us how to identify 'a meaningthat is widely applicable',except
that inflectionshave such meanings.She also does not tell us whethergenerality
is gradient,or how to tell what is more or less general. In any case, she doesn't
use the notion much.
What, then, do B's principles buy us? Her major claim is that there is a
hierarchyof inflectionalcategories-valence, voice, aspect, tense, mood, and
agreement-and that the propertiesof these categories in various dimensions
are predictablein large part from relevance. First, she states that the order of
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this hierarchyis determinedby relative relevance, with valence the most relevant to the verb stem, and agreementthe least. Whether B's individualarguments for relative relevance are successful I will leave up to the reader,
thoughI find some a little shaky. For example, why shouldvoice, which relates
argumentstructureto syntactic subject, be more relevant than aspect, which
is confined semanticallyto the verb itself?
Second, accordingto B, relevance predicts that the categories in the middle
of the hierarchyare more likely to be inflectional.Those at one end are more
likely to be too relevant, and hence to resultin lexicalized combinations;those
on the other are less relevantto the verb, and hence less likely to attach to it.
Third, B claims that the hierarchyis directly correlatedwith linear order:
more relevant categories will be closer to the stem.
Fourth, 'The categories that are more relevant will have a greatermorphophonemic effect on the stem than the less relevant categories' (24).
All these predictionsare tested in an interestingway. B has taken a sample,
consisting of 50 languageschosen by Perkins 1980, such that no two are from
the same phylum or from the same cultural/geographicarea, as defined by
Kenny 1974. Because the originalsample did not take into account the availability of reliabledescriptions,B has made a few substitutions.Nevertheless,
her basis for selection means that this sample is better than others used in
previous surveys-although, as B notes, it includes too many isolates and
excludes some phyla. She tested her four hypotheses by collecting information
from grammaticaldescriptions about the inflectional categories marked on
verbs in each languagein the sample, and then tabulatingall the information.
B briefly describesthe criteriaused in categorizingthe information,and then defines each morphologicalcategory. Her criteriaand definitionsseem reasonable;but are any such criteriafoolproof?Considertense andaspectin well-analysedlanguages.A colleagueof mine, as an assignment
in a course on the structureof English,routinelyasks his studentto find two handbooksthat agree
on the numberof tenses in English.In the standardworks, this numberrangesfromtwo to around
forty. Does anyoneknowa sure-fireargumentfor classifyingthe Eng. perfectiveas tense or aspect?
And if it is an aspect, is aspect inflectionalin English?(It is not obligatory.)Maybe it is both,
dependingon syntacticandpragmaticcontext. But whataboutwill?It is sometimesa tense marker,
sometimes a modal, and on occasion may be somewhataspectual(compareHe won't leave with
He won't be leaving, where the modal readingis apparentlytied to aspect). In French, is the
imperfecta tense or an aspect? Or is the aspect distinctioncontext-sensitive?Is the Fr. perfect
an aspect, since it co-occurs with tenses, e.g. in the futureperfect(j'aurai fait)? Or is it a tense
('passe compose'), whichit acts like when no otherelementexists in the auxiliary?Ordo we have
here a case of the well-knownconnectionbetween perfect aspect and past tense?
I don't pretendto know the answers to these questions. Someone, someday, may be able to
categorizethese thingsproperly;but if we don't have firmanswersfor well-knownlanguageslike
EnglishandFrench, thenhow muchcan we trustdatadrawnfromsometimessketchydescriptions
of little-knownlanguages?Thereis some safetyin numbers,of course;but even very largenumbers
cannot solve the old in/out problem.Conclusionscan never be firmerthan data, no matterhow
good one's methods.I am, of course,usingthe samestickwithwhichtypologistsarealwaysbeaten;
but they shouldn'tthinkthat they can escape beatingby ignoringthe stick. All this criticismdoes
not mean that I believe B's data or conclusionsare withoutmerit,but merelythat they are not so
firm as she would have us think. She mighthave gained a more sympatheticreaderby addinga
few hedges, but she does not. Thus she says that the results of her survey are 'extendableto the
universe from which the samplewas drawn.That is, if 52 percentof the languagesin the sample
have inflectionalaspect, then we can predictthat inflectionalaspect occurs in approximately52
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percent of the languagesof the world' (26). It would take a chapter of statistics to clarify B's
'approximately';but the point is that thingsaren't as direct as B seems to be saying.
B's conclusions are based on a sample. The goal of any samplingis to make it representative.
The difficultyis that we do not know in advancewhat the correctdimensionsare. Whatwe do is
make more or less well-informedguesses, but we can never know that our sample is truly representative.In the presentcase, B haschosentwo dimensions,languagefamilyandarea-obviously
good candidates, but they do have problems. Families are not morphologicallyhomogeneous,
especially with respect to the categories of verbal morphology;cf. English, Russian, and Hindi
within IE, or Classicaland ModernSemiticlanguages,or Hawaiianand TagalogwithinAustronesian. Nor is genetic classificationso well groundedthatwe can always take it as given. The experts
are still fightingover Japanese,and familieslike CentralNew Guineaare not exactly established.
The notion of culturalarea is even less firmlygrounded,as any anthropologistwill tell you.
My point is not that B's dimensionsare wrong, but that we do not know if they are right;and
they are not as firmas one mightlike them to be. Even if they were firmer,we would still not be
permittedto claim, as B does, thatthe samplingis so good thatthe resultscan be extendeddirectly
to the universefrom which the samplewas drawn.Thereis also the largerquestion,not raisedby
B, of what this universeis. Is it the languagesof the world at the moment,or is it the open set of
all possible languages?Is there reason to believe that the formeris representativeof the latter?

With all these caveats about the data, let's look at the results. B displays
these in Figures 1-2 (pp. 30-31), which I have reproducedhere. Before discussing the numbersin these figures, let me clarifytwo points of presentation.
First, in the line that is labeled 'person', it is clear that B means 'subject'.
valence
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FIGURE 1. Inflectionalcategoriesfor verbs.

Second, in discussing the statistics, B uses the term 'frequency' more or less
interchangeablywith 'percentage'. The careful reader should change all occurrences to 'percentage';but the usage raises another problem-there is no
way to tell how robusta phenomenonmustbe in orderto be counted, especially
when it is derivational.Thus B mentionsthatone language,Kwakiutl,has tense
as a derivationalcategory. On p. 161, we discover that the languagehas a few
temporalsuffixes used with both nouns andverbs. Since they occur with nouns,
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FIGURE2. Derivational and inflectional categories marked on verbs.

one might wonder whetherthey should be counted as tenses in the first place;
but even more serious is the fact that these few problematicsuffixes are treated
on a par with full tense systems: both count for 2%.
Fig. 1 contains only the percentageof languagesin the sample which show
the relevant inflectionalcategories. It is supposed to be bell-shaped,and it is;
but it does not conform as well as one might wish to B's hypothesis. Subject
agreement(B's person and number),at 56%,is the second highest categorybelow only mood, and above tense and aspect. B states on p. 23 that agreement
categories are less relevant to the verb:'Thus we expect subject and object
agreement categories to be less frequent than categories that more directly
affect the verb.' But that expectation proves false. B attemptsto clean things
up by groupingtense, aspect, and mood togetherin comparingthem with subject agreement, which gives her 72% vs. 65%. But that's post hoc; it only
weakens her case for the centrality of tense and aspect, by showing that all
but two languages have an implicationalrelation between tense/aspect and
mood. Mood, which B had argued earlier to be less relevant than tense and
aspect-and which should, she says, 'occur less frequentlyas an inflectional
category of verbs than aspect and tense' (22)-is instead, at 68%, the key to
the universe.
B's first claimfor Fig. 2 is that the categoriesthat are higheron her relevance
hierarchy should appear in a greater number of languages. Does this prove
true? Clearly, the numbersare not perfect, both voice and tense being out of
line; but are they good enough?Thereis a statisticaltest, rankordercorrelation,
that could be performedto see how far out of line things are, but B doesn't
use it. In fact, she uses no tests at all here, contentingherself with this statement: 'In general, both sets of results conformto the predictionsmade by the
hypothesis, althoughneither conform perfectly' (29).
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Looking at the two figures together, i.e. subtractingthe numbersin Fig. 1
from those in Fig. 2, we find large differences in the first three categories
(valence 84%, voice 30%, aspect 22%), with very little difference in the remaining six categories (tense 2%, number 12%,and none in any of the rest).
I have noted above that B's one example of derivationaltense is suspect; that
leaves us with number. B discusses all six putative examples of derivational
numberof Chap.4. Two languages, !KungandAinu, have no inflectionalagreement on verbs, but contain a few verbs whose form varies according to the
numberof the absolutive noun phrase. In the other four languages, however,
'plurality'includes such notions as 'distributive'and 'iteration';and in at least
three of these languages,the pluralmarkeris used when there are either plural
objects or subjects. But inflectional number agreement and subject person
agreement almost always co-occur in B's sample-Diegueno alone has it for
person but not number;no languageshave inflectionalnumberagreementbut
not for person; and 27 languagesshow agreementin both person and number
with the subject. Thereforeit seems best to consider at least three of B's putative cases of derivationalnumberagreementas somethingelse. She herself
says: 'This type of verb pluralityis more like an aspect' (104). We are left with
two good cases, for neither of which B has much semantic information.Even
if we admitthese, what the figuresseem to indicateis that there is a very sharp
break:the categoriesof tense, mood, subjectagreement,and object agreement
are almost always inflectional, but valence, voice, and aspect may also be
derivational.B actually notes this difference in the chart on p. 24. This break
is fairly strong counter-evidenceto B's proposedrelevance continuum,which
predicts a gradualdrop-off.
B also says that relevance should predict the order of morphemes: more
relevant implies closer to the stem. Here again, althoughshe summarizesthe
results, she performsno statisticaltests on the numbersgiven. However, the
numbers go the same way most of the time, showing an apparenttendency
toward this order, outwardfrom the verb stem: aspect, tense, mood, and person/number.
To my mind, this is the most importantfindingin the book. From this order,
we can also predicta rankingof fusion: the categoriesthat are generallycloser
to the stem are also most likely to fuse with it. B discusses this predictiononly
informally-though she notes, based on admittedguesswork, that 'stem modifications associated with aspect are abouttwice as frequentas those associated
with other categories' (37). If true, this point would be remarkable:it would
separateaspect fromtense as well as frommood andperson, in a fashionexactly
parallel to the break between aspect and the other categories that was found
in the discussion of the Figures. Unfortunately,B does not go beyond conjecture on this importantissue: exactly how to interpretthis parallelism,or the
break itself, is unclear. B does not directly discuss the stem changes in association with valence and voice. If they are less prevalentthan those associated
with aspect, that would be a problemfor her relevance-basedaccount of stem
changes.
B feels that she has demonstratedthat 'Some categoriesoccur more frequentlyin the languages
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of the world, and these same categoriestend to occur closer to the verb stem, andexhibita greater
degree of fusion to the stem' (38). I am not sure how to interpretthis claim. The Figures show
that mood is the most commoninflectionalcategory,at 68%;yet it neitheroccursclose to the stem
nor exhibits much fusion. Tense, which does come closer to the stem, is much less commonat
48%;subjectagreement,at 56%,is morecommonthantense butappearsfurtherout. Theprediction
works only for aspect, and then only if we are willing to accept 74%as the relevantfigure (52%
from inflectionplus 22%from derivation).
B next proposesa diachronicaccountof how relevanceinfluencesthe evolutionof morphological
categories. She reviews the idea that (iconic) morphologyis entirely fossilized (iconic) syntax;
however, using data on morphologicalrestructuring,she rejects this in favor of 'universal synchronic principlesof linguisticorganization'(41) implementedpartlyin diachronicterms. One of
these, accordingto B, is the RelevancePrinciple.Regardlessof whetherthis is true, B's argument
for universal(reallypanchronic)principlesis an importantone to which I will return.

Chap. 3 deals with an interestingquestion that has had little attentionin the
descriptive literature:the organizationof verbal paradigms(but see Williams
1981, Carstairs 1984). B claims-based largely on data from child language,
experimentation,and languagechange-that the traditionalview of a paradigm
as a structuredlist of full surface word-forms,some of which are more basic
than others, is correct. She argues furtherthat the structureof the paradigm
is essentially based on semanticfactors. B begins with the usual question:What
is the basic form of a verb? Most moderndescriptionswould choose the stem;
but B, because of her commitmentto the surface,mustpick some fully inflected
forms-which makes the question more interesting. She says that the most
common basic form is the 3sg. present indicative-which, she notes, is also
the form generally used first by the child, and usually occurs most often. In
fact, following Manczak 1980, she identifies the singularas the most frequent
number, present as the most frequent tense, indicative as the most frequent
mood, and 3rd person as the most frequentperson. She thereforepicks each
of these as basic, thus reducingthe notion of basic form entirelyto frequency.
B notes, following Jakobson 1939, that zeros tend to occur in unmarkedor
basic membersof categories. She then uses the distributionof zero inflections
in her sample as a kind of check againsther frequency-baseddeterminationof
what is basic-with very nice results (54).
B next attemptsto account for how zeros arise. The most obvious account is Zipfs Law of
Least Effort, accordingto which the most frequentitems will be the shortest;but B nowherecites
this greatest of all functionalists.She notes (54) that zeros exist 'because markersarise for one
memberof a category,creatingan oppositionwith the othermember,for which no markerarises';
but she also discusses severalexamplesof restructuringin whichan old 3sg. markeris reinterpreted
as a tense marker,with the resultthat the 3sg. is markedby zero. She attributesthis development
to the over-allfrequencyof the 3sg., thus nicely reducingthe acquisitionand restructuringfacts
to frequency. B argues, though,that a paradigmmay have more than one listed form-and that
two otherfactorsbesides frequencydeterminewhatformis basic or listed, or whethera particular
word formhas a separatelexical representation.The firstfactoris semantics:'A semanticallybasic
or unmarkedword is likely to have a separatelexical entry, while a word that is semantically
derived or restrictedin functionis less likely to have a lexical entry of its own' (57). The second
factor is morphophonemicirregularity.B also invokes frequencyin more complex ways, noting
that a very frequentform (even if it is semanticallyand morphologicallyregular)may be listed
separately,and that a morefrequentparadigmmay thus have morethan one formlisted. She also
notes that a more frequentparadigmtoleratesmore irregularity(againcf. Zipf). Lexical listingis
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thus a function of both frequencyand irregularity,with the latter at least partlyreducibleto the
former.
B then proposes that paradigmsare structuredhierarchicallyaccordingto Relevance: aspect,
followed by tense, then mood, then agreement.Frequency(markedness)will determine,she says,
what is the basic item (node)on each branchof the paradigm.She arguesfurtherthatlexicalization
is predictablefrom tree structure.For example, B gives data from Spanish(reproducedhere as
Table 1),in whichformsarefirstgroupedintotenses (present,past, future);thentenses aregrouped
into moods, with individualperson and numberforms given for each mood of each tense. She
notes thatmost of these formscan be derivedeasily fromthe 3sg. presentindicativeor 2sg. familiar
imperative,which are the most frequentand semanticallythe most basic. Those which are not
easily derivedare, says B, themselveshighlyautonomous(frequentand semanticallyimportant),
e.g. Isg. present indicative or Isg. and 3sg. preterit. For Latin (see Table 2), B first divides a
paradigmaspectually,notingthat thereis often a differentstem for the imperfectiveandperfective
(e.g. caed- vs. cecid- 'cut'); then by tense (present,imperfect,future);then by mood; and finally
by person and number.
TABLE1. Spanish cantar 'to sing'.
PRESENT
Indicative

Subjunctive

canto

cantamos

canitas

cItltais

canta

cantan

cante
cantes
cante

cantemos
canteis
canten

PAST
Preterite
cantamos
cante
cantasteis
cantaste
cant6
cantaron

Past subjunctive
cantara
cantaras
cantara

Imperfect

cantaramos
cantarais
cantaran

cantabamos
cantabais
cantaban

cantaba
cantabas
cantaba

SUBSEQUENT
Future
cantare
cantaras
cantara

Conditional
cantaremos
cantareis
cantaran

cantaria
cantarias
cantaria

cantarfamos
cantariais
cantarian

Infinitive:cantar

Present participle: cantando

Imperative.
familiar: canta cantad

Past participle: cantado

formal: cante canten
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TABLE

2. Latin caedo 'to cut, kill'.
PRESENT
Subjunctive

Indicative
caedo
caedis
caedit

caedimrnus
caeditis
caedunt

caedebam
caedebas
caedebat

caedebamus
caedebatis
caedebant

caedam
caedes
caedet

caedemus
caedetis
caedent

caedam
caedas
caedat

caedamus
caedatis
caedant

IMPERFECT
caederem
caederes
caederet

caederemus
caederetis
caederent

FUTURE

PERFECT
ceciderim
cecideris
ceciderit

cecldi
cecidisti
cecldit

cecidimus
cecldistis
ceciderunt

cecideram
cecideras
ceciderat

ceciderbmus
cecideratis
ceciderant

cecidero
cecideris
ceciderit

ceciderimus
cecidcritis
ceciderint

cecldenrimus
cecideritis
ceclderint

PLUPERFECT
cecidissem
cecidisses
cecidisset

cecidissemus
cecldissetis
cecidissent

FUTURE PERFECT

caedite

Infinitive: Present: caedere

Imperative:

caede

Participle:

Present: caedens

Perfect: cecidisse

Passive: caesus
Future: caesurus
Gerund: caedendi

Future: caesurus

There are problems with both paradigms. For Spanish, B classifies both future and conditional
as 'subsequent', to make the conditional parallel to the subjunctive. Can this be justified? What
sort of tense is the conditional anyway? B has also listed both preterit and imperfect as past tenses
without further comment; but if the difference between these two is aspectual, then we have a
counter-example to B's system.
As for Latin, where are the passive forms? As a voice, passive should be superordinate to aspect,
and inside it; but here it is not. In fact, for all conjugations, passive is morphologically external
to aspect, and to tense. The imperfective aspect has a separate set of word-final passive person
and number endings, outside both the tense and mood markers. In the perfective, the passive is
periphrastic. Exactly what all this means is not clear; but it is problematic, and the data are familiar
enough to make one wonder why the passive paradigm was omitted from B's purview. Indeed,
the proper structure of the Latin verb paradigm has been a controversial question for millennia,
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and has even been discussed in LI. One page of discussioncannotdo justice to the complexityof
the data, but serves only to raise the specter of oversimplificationin the reader'smind.
Even with the limited Latin data that B provides, there are problems. She says (63) that 'The
forms of each aspect are more closely relatedto one anotherthan they are to forms in the other
aspect.' It is true that the futureperfectof caedo is closer to the perfect thanto the futurein form
(both being perfective);but the pluperfectis exactly parallelin its person and numbermarkersto
the imperfect,cuttingacross aspects. In otherconjugations(e.g. the first),futureandfutureperfect
also share person and numbermarkers.Otherformalsimilaritiesare simplybizarre,e.g. the use
of the infinitive-er stem in the imperfectsubjunctive,perfect subjunctive,pluperfectindicative,
andfutureperfectindicative.This leads to a fundamentalpuzzle, whichI will call Beard'sProblem
(see Beard 1981):Whatdo we do with a morphologicalcategory that seems to have no meaning
at all? Bybee assumes that all morphologicalcategories must have meaning, since that is what
determinestheir relationships.
B presentssome interestingexperimentalresultsto supporther paradigmaticarrangements.She
shows, e.g., that Spanishspeakers,presentedwith nonce verbs with alternatingvowels, are more
likely to use a mid vowel in the Isg. preteritif they have hearda mid vowel in the 3sg. preterit
than if they have heardit only in the infinitive.
Next comes a long section on the mysteriousvelar augmentof Spanish(salir 'to go out', salgo
'I go out'), which occurs in the Isg. present indicativeand throughoutthe present subjectiveof
certain verbs. B says that the subjunctiveis based on the Isg. indicativefor these verbs, and
discusses this point at some length. However, to my mind, B never really providesany evidence
for this specific claim.

Chap. 5 picks up where Chap. 3 left off, so I will returnlater to Chap. 4. B
is concerned with the topic of storage in a psychologicallexicon, and the first
question she asks is which forms are stored and which produced by combination. Her position is basically Bloomfield's-that all arbitrary(irregular)
combinationsare stored, and that regularforms are stored under certain conditions. According to Bybee, all stored forms, regardless of their regularity,
may be strengthenedby repeatedaccess; thus stored forms differ in their LEXICAL STRENGTH, largely as a function of frequency. Related word forms, to the
extent that they are regular,will be interpretedor derivedby accessing a single
lexical entry: playing, played, plays will thus all be interpretedby accessing
play and invokingthe appropriatemorphologicalrules, thus strengtheningthe
stem play. B also suggests that the strengthof an entry may decline through
disuse, though she does not directly address this interesting problem of
forgetting.
B proposes thatlexical entriesmaybe connectedto one anothersemantically,
phonologically,or morphologically:'If two words are relatedby both semantic
and phonologicalconnections, then a MORPHOLOGICALRELATION exists between
them' (118). She claims that some morphologicalrelations are stronger than
others, and that their strengthvaries as a function of degree of semantic relatedness, degree of phonologicalsimilarity,and the frequencyof the members
of the pair. The importanceof wordfrequencyhas been abundantlydocumented
by psychologists, but studiouslyignoredby linguistsof all stripes. B should be
applaudedfor incorporatingit into her work, though it is odd that she cites
none of the psychological literature,contenting herself with referringto 'numerous experiments'.She translatesfrequencyinto lexical strength,notingthat
irregularityis directly correlated with frequency: the more frequent a form,
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the more likely it is to be irregular,and the likelier it is for an irregularform
to survive over time (Zipf again).
B claims that, if a form is more frequent,it will be more weakly connectedto others, i.e. more
autonomous.This statementresults in a paradox,since low-frequencyforms are also claimedto
be dependenton autonomous,high-frequencyones. The paradoxcan be resolved if we assume
that B's notion of lexical connectionis asymmetric,makinglow-frequencyforms moredependent
on high-frequencyones. This would result in a kind of tree, with lower frequencyforms on the
lower branches. The dependencymightalso be variablein strength:the less frequentthe form,
the strongerthe dependency.This type of tree actuallyfits well with some of B's ideas about the
orderof categories;but her own diagram(124)has the least autonomousforms closest to the base.
She also says explicitlythatinflectedwordsare listed in increasingfrequencyaway fromthe base.
Furthermore,at least in this partialdiagram,the forms are ordered quite strictly-although B
provides no exact justificationfor the ordergiven.
B also allows a single form to have differentphonologicaland semanticdependencies:thus Sp.
Ipl. presentindicativedormimos'we sleep' is phonologicallydependenton the 3sg. preteritdormi,
but semanticallydependenton anotherform, presumablyduerme.B says thatthis type of situation
is not unusual;but if true, it wouldgreatlycomplicatematters,resultingin a formalnetworkrather
than a tree. One wishes, throughoutthis section, that B had been more explicit and thoroughin
following up the consequencesof her proposal,both negativeand positive. Readingthis chapter,
I sometimesbegan to see virtuein the style of the Pisa lectures.
There is no stem in B's lexicon: each basic form is a fully specified, unanalysedsurfaceform
of a completeword. Yet a singlelexeme may have morethanone of these basic forms. B proposes
that basic forms 'strengtheneach other, since they sharea numberof phonologicalfeatures'(126).
Thus the basic formsof dormirall sharethe stem-likesequence d[backvowel]rm.This raises the
centralquestionof B's earlierbook-the abstractnessof phonologicalrepresentation.Forexample,
she says: 'The consonantstructureof a Semitic root is the strongestpart of the representation.'
In MasoreticHebrew, as well as in Aramaic,the spirantizationrule-which turns stops into fricatives postvocalically-leads to the existence of roots in which all three consonantsvary across
the paradigm.How, one wonders, would B representthese roots?
B's words are not analysedinto morphemes;but people do understandand use complex words
that they have never heardor seen before. She offers the followingexplanation:
'To the extent that words have internalstructurerecognizableby the speaker/hearer,this
structurecan be representedusinglexicalconnectionswhichmakesegmentationunnecessary.
For example,the internalstructureof unforgettablecan be describedas a set of phonological
and semanticconnectionsto other words in which the three morphemesun, forget, and able
occur. The appropriatenessof this mode of representationderives from the fact that it is
precisely by recognizingthese morphemesin otherwords that one realizesthat unforgettable
has internalstructure.'(128)
I don't see how this proposaldiffersfroma morphemictheorylike that of Harris1951.Again, one
wishes that B had paid greaterattentionto implications.In fact, on the next page, B suggeststhat
her unanalysedformswith lexical connectionsare not really differentfrom a standardtreatment.
The last topic of this chapteris productivity.B notes that the more productiveof two rival
morphologicalpatternstends to have a lower token frequency,but a highertype frequency.According to B, this follows from the greaterlikelihoodfor low-frequencywords to be analysed
morphologically;so the morphology of low-frequency words is stronger, leading to greater
productivity.
Again, I don't think B is completelywrong, but she makes a complex problemtoo simple.
Frequencyis certainlyrelevantto morphologicalproductivity,but the relevancemay not be direct:
less productiveaffixes are sensitive to the frequencyof theirbases, as B herself shows, but more
productive ones are not (Aronoff 1982). Transparencyis also relevant (Cutler 1981);but transparency and frequencydon't always coincide (Anshen & Aronoff 1981).The differencebetween
analogyandrule may also be a factorin productivity,as B has shown;but some investigators(e.g.
Bradley 1980)have arguedfor a dichotomybetween the storageand retrievalof rule-derivedand
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analogizedwords. B devotes two pages to productivity,which would be fine if she didn't claim
to have an answer to the whole problem.

Chap. 4 is devoted to an attempt to demonstrate 'that derivationalmorphology is transitionalbetween lexical and inflectionalexpression, and that the
differences that can be observed between inflectionaland derivationalexpression are just more prominentinstances of the differences identifiableamong
inflectional categories' (82). I find this chapter the least interestingin Part I.
It contains many examples and arguments,but the natureof B's point is such
that conclusive argumentsare difficultto find.
In fact, in her zeal, B sometimescontradictsherself. Thus, on p. 85, she notes that numbermay
be a derivationalcategorybecause 'a changein numberproducesa changein the entity or entities
being referredto'; but on p. 93, she says: 'Ordinarilythe occurrenceof one vs. the occurrenceof
many does not change the inherentqualityof the entity.' On p. 99, in a discussion of generality,
B says: 'In cases where similarconceptualcontentis expressedin the two differentways, we find
that the inflectionalexpressionrequiresa fully generalmeaning,while the derivationaldoes not.'
On p. 101, in distinguishing'imperfective/perfective'
from 'habitual/continuous',
she says that the
latter distinctionis never derivational.On p. 143,however, we learnthat 'habitual/continuous'
is
more specific than 'perfective/imperfective'.
If 'morespecific' means 'less general',then we have
contradictoryexplanationsof the same phenomenon.

Part II is much less theoreticalin tone; but it does contain one interesting
claim, that grammaticalmorphemesevolve from lexical morphemesby a process of semantic and phonological erosion. In three separate chapters-one
each on aspect, tense, and mood-B discusses the various meaningsof these
categories as they appearin the languagesof her survey. However, since her
survey is restricted to inflectionallymarkedcategories, her discussion of semantics does not include (except peripherally)cases where a grammaticalcategory is markedby a free form-e.g. an auxiliaryverb.
In her summaryChap. 10, B deals with the conceptual uniformityof the
categories mood, tense, and aspect. She draws three importantconclusions
from her survey:
(a) 'The meaningscoded as verbalinflectionsare very similaracrosslanguagesof diversegenetic
and areal affiliationand distinctword-ordertypology.'
(b) 'The mode of expression associated with particulargrammaticalmeaningsis also highly
consistentacrosslanguages.Therearecorrelationsbetweenmeaningandmodeof expressionwhen
bound and non-boundgrammaticalmorphemesare considered, as well as when inflectionalvs.
derivationalmorphemesare considered.Thereare also correlationsbetweenmeaningand the prevs. post-positionof an affix.'
(c) 'The order of inflectionalmorphemes(usuallywith respect to the verb stem) is consistent
across languages.Thereare also correlationsbetweenthe meaningof a morphemeand the degree
of fusion with the verb stem it exhibits.'

If these resultsaretrue, then, as B notes (201),theremustbe 'stronguniversal
factors governingthe developmentof inflectionalmorphology'.Thus, if she is
correct in claimingthat grammaticalcategories and their markersdevelop historicallyfromlexemes, we are dealingwith a teleologicalsystem, in which 'The
sorts of morphemesthatundergosemanticgeneralizationand grammaticization
are similaracross languages,as are the grammaticalmeaningsthat result from
this process. That is, there are certain universal paths of semantic change
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leading to grammaticization.' So the end of the path, as much as its beginning,
is important: change is at least partly directed toward the specific systems that
B has isolated. This is not to say that all morphological change is teleological.
Frequency and pragmatics are also important factors-though it is interesting
that B herself argues for universal rather than language-particular causes, based
on 'communicative needs'. As B emphasizes, no category is present in all
languages. Even tense, an apparently very useful category, occurs inflectionally
in less than half the world's languages; among those without tense, many have
gone for millennia with no obvious signs of deprivation. In the absence of a
demonstrable lack, the explanatory value of communicative need is severely
diluted.
In the end, B cannot account for this teleology, precisely because her explanations are very general, of the pragmatic sort usually associated with radical
behaviorism; but the teleology is very particular. There are, of course, theoretical views for which results like B's are not at all problematic; e.g., a parameterized innatist theory would be quite happy with them. Proponents of such
theories should read this book.
Bybee's book is fairly easy to read, the design is clear, and an index is
provided. There are some discrepancies between the text and the references,
with respect to dates of publication, and I found a few minor typos. But overall, by recent standards, this is a well-put-together volume.
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